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Microprocessor interlocking system MPC-MISAT is intended for Centralized traffic control of train
movements at railway stations and providing remote control by switches, signals and other objects,
ensuring train movement safety by interlocking switches and signals, and automatically controlling the
movement of trains, the actions of LTD (operator), the state of railway signaling devices and recording
of events (“black box” function).
MIS is intended for designing of new stations and reconstruction of existing CTC (Centralized
Traffic Control) system of any stations.
Implementing of MIS allows expanding functionality of relay CTC systems and ensuring the required degree of safety and reliability.
Compared to relay CTC system, new modern functions have been implemented in MPC system
through the using of microprocessor devices:
 automatic logging of staff’s actions, operation of the system and devices (“black box” function);
 recording of different system events into a database to form of various reports on the work

performed;
 recording of events, viewing and statistical processing of information about failures in CTC

devices;
 diagnostics of MIS;
 monitoring and recording of current in the working circuits of control schemas of electric switch

mechanism;
 monitoring and recording of voltages at lamps of signals;
 monitoring and recording of voltage in the power supply panels;
 prompt submission of the normative-reference information and data of technical and adminis-

trative act of the station;
 automation of control by forming routing tasks for the upcoming period;
 support of operational staff in abnormal situations (exclusion of incorrect actions, prompt mode);
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 the ability of displaying on the monitor AWP additional information;
 technical diagnostics and monitoring of pre-failure device states;
 interfacing CTC with the upper-level automatic informational control system with the dispatch

control systems, remote and dispatch control system, warning systems of track workers etc.
In the MIS, the equipment is implemented on the basis of small-sized highly reliable microprocessor
equipment, which, compared to relay systems, can significantly reduce the number of failures by
decreasing the number of relays and reduce the area of the relay rooms.
All dependencies implemented on the basis of microprocessor equipment.
MIS is equipped with internal (own) diagnostics, which allows to detect pre-failure states or failure
of MIS elements. When failures are detected, the MIS causes the outputs of the object controllers and
the schemes connected to them to a safe state.
The MIS trackside equipment includes typical signaling devices (switches, signals, equipment of
railroad crossing, etc.).
The MPC-MISAT system provides dual control of switches, control of switch cleaning, control of
brake stops, safe blocking of setting routes to the tracks with rolling stock having serviced, warning of
track workers, interfacing with SAUT, APS, GAC, KSU, UKSPS systems and all types of automatic
blocking.
MIS is a modern alternative to the relay CTC systems operating on railways, provides a significant
increase in the safety and reliability of traffic control at railway stations.
MPC-MISAT can be used without cascading to build stations with a volume of:
 number of switches up....................................256;
 the number of signals up .............................. 512;
 the number of signals up .............................. 1024.
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MPC-MISAT is not inferior in performance any known analogs, and many of the
parameters exceeds them.
MIS features:
 completely non-contact interface with actuators without relay. All interlocking of program im-

plemented in the master controller;
 protection against switching and lightning overvoltage;
 MPC-MISAT has a high level of safety, which appropriate to the requirement of the standard

of Ukraine DSTU 4178, and the requirement of the international standard IEC 62425 (SIL level
4);
 integrated into the MIS system, of the control system of nearby running lines, railroads crossing,

and other signaling objects/systems;
 the ability of using existing track circuits, switches and signals;
 replacing the module does not require any action on the programming or adjustment;
 the ability to change the configuration of the control software without the participation of special-

ists of NVP KS-MISAT using the supplied special CAD software with training of the specialists
of customer and issuing certificates.

Structurally, the MIS is consists of:
 control cabinets with microprocessor equipment;
 input modules;
 output modules;
 object controllers;
 automatic locomotive signaling (ALS) controllers (analog of the Automatic Train Protection);
 modules working with AFTC (audio frequency track circuit);
 power modules;
 2 sets of dependencies MIS;
 the server of the technical diagnostics system (TDS);
 AWP LTD;
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 AWP of signal maintainer;
 power racks;
 interfacing schemes with the relay signaling systems;
 cross-connect equipment with lightning protection elements;
 trackside signaling devices.

Information about the states of monitored objects is obtained from input modules, track receivers
of audio frequency track circuit, object controllers switches and signals by CAN communication line
to the MIS dependency sets, and also to the server of the technical diagnostics system.
The control commands go in the same communication line from the MIS dependencies sets to
the object controllers of switches and signals, the ALS controller, as well as to output modules that
provide switching of relay interfacing circuits.
MIS dependencies sets analyze commands from the AWP LTD, and in the case of compliance with
the safety conditions form command messages to object controllers, as well as the turning up the
appropriate outputs of the output modules.
The server of technical diagnostics system collects data from control objects, analyzes the correctness of the system operation of the MIS on the whole, monitors the optimal parameters of monitored
currents and voltages, quality parameters of information transmission by communication lines, and
also records states of all parameters and states of control objects to the repository. Based on the
available data, it explores the pre-failure status of the signaling system and sends the appropriate
messages to the maintenance staff. The computer also provides at any time the archive (repository)
of states and parameters of all control objects.
All electronic equipment, UPS and industrial computers are located in special dust- and moistureproof control cabinets (IP40).
AWP LTD consists of an industrial computer, a keyboard, a “mouse” and up to two monitors to
display more detailed necessary information for the operator. A local train dispatcher (LTD) using
the “mouse” controls switches and signals on the AWP monitor. To ensure higher reliability, AWP
LTD has an additional (backup) computer.
AWP of signal maintainer consists of an industrial computer, a keyboard, a “mouse”, and a
monitor(s), which displays the necessary information for the operator. The signal maintainer uses the
“mouse” to control the AWP.
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The structure of the MIS consists of four levels:
User levelAt this level, there is an interaction with the operational and maintenance staff the
exchange of data with top-level automation.
Here are located:
 the workplace of LTD. The workplace of LTD includes:AWP LTD simulator (in-

dustrial computer, up to two widescreen monitors, a “mouse” and a keyboard), a
special computer desk, a chair; primary and backup set.
 workplace of signal maintainer. The workplace of signal maintainer includes: industrial

computer, up to two widescreen monitors, “mouse”, keyboard, special computer desk, chair.

MPC-MISAT structure diagram
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The level of computing and interlocking. At this level collection, analysis, processing, issuing
control commands and archiving data obtaining from input/output modules, object controllers of
switches and signals, ALS controller, user-level computers occur. Processing is performed according
to the interlocking rules defined at the design stage of the CTC.
At this level are placed:
 Interlocking set. Built on the basis of a safety computing device according to the scheme 2

out of 3. This structure implements the majority control principle, which means:
- a control operation is formed by comparing the results of the computational operations of all
three controllers of the MK-UD-SM type, operating under the control of diversified software;
- Due to the application of the architecture “2oo3”, the system uptime is significantly improved
and the required safety level is provided.
 Network switches. High speed controlled network switches using TCP/IP.The main means of

communication between switches is fiber optic communication lines. The structure of the MIS
involves the architecture of communication lines with separate lines for the AFTC equipment,
object controllers, for clients at the user level as well.
 Server TDS. It is located in a cabinet of the MPC-TDS type and is represented with an

industrial computer, a monitor, a ”mouse”, a keyboard. The TDS Server is used to record
the train situation at the station, the actions of the operating staff and provide the technical
diagnostics and statistics of the station to lients of the TDS Server-AWP signal maintainer at
the user level.
Executive level. At this level, object controllers of switches and signals, ALS controllers, input/output modules, track circuit modules, relays of interfacing schemes with the signaling systems
of neighbor stations, running lines and other relay signaling system are located. Direct control of
trackside equipment is provided At the executive level.
 switch object controller MK-OKST. Intended for controlling one single switch or one cou-

pled(double) switch. Connection scheme to the switch electric machine is a typical 5-wires, used
in relay CTC systems. Thus, the construction time is reduced during the reconstruction of the
CTC (already laid cable can be used). Form factor: 6U, installed in 19” crates.
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 signals object controller MK-OKS.8 It is intended for controlling a signal (s). A connection

scheme to a signal is typical used in relay CTC systems. Thus, the construction time is reduced
during the reconstruction of the CTC (already laid cable can be used). One MK-OKS8 module
can control more than one signal, because it has the ability to independently control 6 signals
bulbs. Form factor: 6U, installed in 19 ” racks.
 Safety input module MK-TOS32.6 It is used to safety gain control information into the

MIS. The module generates a rear contact control pole and front contact control pole.The basis
for gaining control information is the principle of monitoring a complete relay contact group.
6U version, installed in 19” racks.
 Safety output Module MK-TOU 16.6 It is used to safety turn on 16 load channels (relays,

etc.) with a voltage of 24V and a current of up to 42mA (1W), has a two-channel internal safety
architecture with self-diagnosis. Each channel is galvanic isolated from each other, from power
supply circuits, as well as from information circuits, and has operability control of electronic keys
and output overload protection, output voltage availability control and output current control
as an indicator of successful command execution. In case of overload or in case of loss of load,
the module sets the alarm state to the corresponding channel. The presence of independent
relations with each of the three control interlocking controllers allows use of a majority logic for
incoming commands.
 ALS controller MK-GALS.8 It is intended for sending ALSN codes to the rail line. One

controller can produce a coding signal 8 connection points simultaneously. For factor: 6U,
installed in 19 ”crate. The ALS controller provides soft coding, in which switching takes place
at the moment of no current, between the half-waves of a sinusoid. Thus, the level of interference
is reduced, which ensures reliable operation of all modules and units in a tough electromagnetic
environment.
 Group track TRC receiver PTRC.10. Modules MK-PTRC.10 together with blocks of

active filters MK-FP.5 provide receiving an amplitude-modulated signal of AFTC operating in
the frequency range of track circuits AFTC of the 3rd generation.
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 Track AFTC generators MK-GP.6. It is intended for the formation of amplitude-manipulated

or amplitude-modulated signals with frequencies of manipulation (modulation) of 8 or 12 Hz with
fixed sinusoidal carrier frequencies in the range from 420 to 780 Hz as part of the equipment to
control the AFTC.
 Power supply equipment for microprocessor devices. It serves to provide power to the

equipment cabinets of MPO-VV, MPO-OK, MPO-C3 and equipment of AWP LTD and AWP
signal maintainer.
Trackside equipment level. This level includes track sensors, switches, signals and all other
control objects of the MIS. As occupancy monitoring sensors, either track circuits or axles counter
system with control track sensors located at the boundaries of track sections can be used. The
serviceability controlling and technical diagnostics of the MIS are carried out using the AWP signal.
MK-UD-SM
Safety majorization “2oo3” interlocking Controller
Specifications:
 Computing Core Intel® Atom  Processor E3825;
 RAM 2Gb;
 CFast 2.0 - SSD solid-state drive for storing a real-time operat-

ing system (specialized LINUX, QNX) and the main executable
program;
 2x Gigabit Ethernet ports with galvanic isolation for interpro-

cessor communications and majorization functions;
 4x Gigabit Fiber Optic Ethernet ports - for connecting the main

and backup communications with AWP LTD, communications
with executive devices and communications with the archiving
system;
 Specialized interfaces with safety “AND”-unit to reset the con-

troller and switch off the power (protective failure) at the request of other interlocking channels;
 3x USB3.0;
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 6x CAN2.0 with galvanic isolation;
 CPU to CPU interprocessor status flags 12 ins, 6 outs with galvanic isolation.

MK-OKSTP
Switch object controller
Specifications:
 Controls a single switch AC or DC electric machine;
 Power supply voltage - 220V three-phase AC or DC;
 Dual channel safety architecture;
 Measuring: input voltage at each phase, output current for each

phase, insulation resistance;
 Switching circuits on solid-state relays with safety “AND”-unit in

its input;
 The built-in mechanical relay of complete shutdown allows guar-

anteed shutdown of the controller in case of failures, and also
allows for hot standly;
 Constant testing of serviceability of the keys (before switch oper-

ation it is known if it can operation a switch);

 Controlling via five-wires, seven-wires and nine-wires switch control schemes with a three-phase

electric motor and two-wires switch with DC electric motor;
 Plotting the current switch operation;
 Determination of a break or short circuit before attempting to operation the switch allows you

to deliberately find a failure in the system;
 Settings are stored in external flash memory chips for each channel, before starting the configu-

ration are compared.
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MK-OKS.8
Signal object controller
Specifications:
 Dual channel safe architecture;
 Monitoring of up to 8 double-filament subject to the use of

BKSN.2 and a constant supply voltage or single filament bulbs
operation on both alternating and direct currents is possible;
 Measuring in each channel: output voltage, output current, in-

sulation resistance;
 The built-in mechanical complete disconnect relay allows you to

reliably switch the lamps off in case of failures, and also allows
using Warm standby;
 Line supply voltage - 300V DC or 220V AC;
 Switching circuits on solid-state relays with safety “AND”-unit

in its input;
 Using bulbs up to 25 watts per channel;

 Two-way data exchange between MK-OKS.8 and BKSN;
 In the aid of BKSN, the measuring of the input supply voltage, the voltage on a bulb and the

current through a bulb, the operability of filaments;
 Settings are stored in external flash memory chips for each channel, before starting the configu-

ration are compared.
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BKCH.2
Double - filament trackside signal controller
Specifications:
 The power supply voltage of the line –100 - 300 V DC or 90 -

230 V AC;
 Bulbs up to 25 W;
 Two-way data exchange between MK-OKS.8 and BKSN.2;
 Measuring the input supply voltage, the voltage on a bulb and

the current through a bulb, the performance of the filaments;
 Automatic transition to the backup bulb filament;

 It can be used instead of ST5 or ST6 transformer with automatic detection and maintenance of

the DAY or NIGHT mode and switching to a serviceable filament bulb;
 Idle power consumption 2 W.

MK-ELINK-FN
Microprocessor controller of external communications
Specifications:
 Designed to convert the CAN network interface to the Ethernet

network interface and vice versa;
 1 galvanically isolated Ethernet port 10BASE-T and 100BASE-

TX;

 1 optical Ethernet port 100BASE-FX;
 7 galvanically isolated CAN ports 1Mbit CAN 2.0;
 Serves up to 10 clients on an Ethernet network;
 There is an LED indication of the presence of exchange on all communication lines, the state of

readiness and alarm;
 Messages delay no more than 20 ms;
 The ability to monitor and diagnose connections and ports through the built-in WEB service.
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MK-TOS.32.6
Safety input module
Specifications:
 Safety input of relay status;
 Two groups of 16 control inputs each;
 Principle of monitoring all three contacts of a relay contact

group;
 Dual channel safety architecture;
 6 CAN communication lines - 3 per CPU;
 Direct independent communication with each operating controller;
 Galvanically isolated test code generator and galvanically isolated code reading to determine

relay status.
MK-TOU.16.6
Safety output module
Specifications:
 Safety switching on of 16 load channels (relays, etc.) with

voltage 24V and current up to 42mA (1 W);
 Each channel is galvanically isolated from power and from

each other;
 Short circuit detection, load break, command execution

control;
 Monitoring the availability of output voltage;
 Output current control;
 Dual-channel safety architecture;
 6 CAN communication lines - 3 per CPU;
 Direct independent communication with each operating controller;
 Majorization of received commands before execution;
 Unregulated (“dirty”) 24V power supply can be used to control external relays.
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MK-PTRC.10
Group receiver Audio Frequency track circuits
Specifications:
 Dual-channel safety architecture with hardware comparison

unit;
 Monitors up to 10 receiver ends of AFTC;
 Information on all channels passes through the safety hardware

“AND”-unit;
 The operation algorithm is completely analogous to the actions

of an analog receiver, it takes into account both the amplitude
and modulation depth of the input signal;
 It passes information about the input voltage, modulation depth,

hardware errors;
 Settings are stored in external flash memory chips on each chan-

nel, before starting the configuration are compared;
 Works togather with track filters of type FP.5.420-FP.5.780.

FC.5.420-FP.5.780
Track filter for audio frequency track circuits receiver
Specifications:
 5-channel two-link passive input line filter;
 Provides normalized input impedance at natural frequency and

low resistance at other frequencies;
 No recalculation of normals (requirements) required;
 A failure of any filter element is determined with the transition

to the protective failure of the track receiver;
 Provides passing signal ALS, ARS and other frequencies of the

AFTC.
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MK-GP.6
Six-channel AFTC generator
Specifications:
 Power supply voltage - 24V DC;
 Dual-channel safety architecture;
 Isolation between the channels and between the control electronics

and the output of 3000 V;
 It works through a passive track filter FPU.3.420-FPU3.780 that

allows you to get a classic load curve when a train hits a rail chain,
and also provides generator survivability;
 Continuous measuring of the output signal parameters to detect

emergency operation and protective shutdown;
 The built-in mechanical complete disconnect relay allows you to re-

liably disconnect the generator when an emergency operation is detected from the rail circuit, and also allows for hot standby.
FPU.3.420-FPU.3.780
Track filter for AFTC generator
Specifications:
 One Link Passive Output track Filter;
 Provides normalized output impedance at natural frequency and low

impedance at other frequencies;
 No recalculation of normals (requirements) required;
 A failure of any filter element is determined with the transition to a

protective generator failure;
 Provides additional galvanic isolation and generator protection;
 Increases system survivability;
 Used together with a module MK-GP.6.
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GFPU.3.420-780
Audio frequency signals generator
Specifications:
 Three independent generating outputs;
 Built-in galvanically isolated DC / DC power supply;
 Built-in passive track filters allow you to get a classic load curve when

a train hits a rail chain, and also provides generator survivability;
 Two-channel architecture;
 Isolation between channels and also between control electronics and

3000 V output;
 Continuous measuring of the output signal parameters to detect

emergency operation and protective shutdown;
 The built-in mechanical complete disconnect relay allows you to re-

liably disconnect the generator when an emergency operation is detected from the rail circuit,
and also allows for hot standby.

PTRC.5.420-780.RO
Group receiver Audio Frequency track circuits
Specifications:
 Controls 5 relay ends of the AFTC;
 Built-in two-link passive input track filter per each channel;
 Provides a normalized input impedance at its own frequency and

low resistance at other frequencies to pass the signal current of ALS,
ARS, AFTC;
 No recalculation of normals (requirements) is required. The failure of

any filter element is determined with the transition to the protective
failure of the receiver;
 Built-in galvanically isolated DC / DC power supply;
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 Dual-channel safety architecture on signal processors with hardware comparison unit;
 Information on all channels passes through the safety hardware “AND”-unit;
 The operation algorithm is completely analogous to the actions of an analog receiver, it takes

into account both the amplitude and modulation depth of the input signal;
 It passes information about the input voltage, modulation depth, hardware errors;
 Settings are stored in external flash memory chips on each channel, before starting the configu-

ration are compared.
MK-GALS.8
Track circuits code generator with eight channels
Specifications:
 Switching signal 220V to 5A on each channel;
 Providing the formation of signals with time parameters KPT-5 and

KPT-7;
 Provision the synchronization of codes of all generators at a station

and a running line;
 Power supply voltage - 24V DC;
 Dual-channel safety architecture;
 Implemented the ability of hot backup generators;
 Isolation between the channels and between the control electronics

and the output of 3000 V;
 The output of the generator is connected through solid-state relays

with a safety “AND”-unit in its input;
 In each channel, the measuring of the output voltage and output current;
 Indication of the parameters of the output signal on the LCD display;
 Setting are storing in two chips of external flash memory, one per channel, before starting the

configuration are compared.
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MK-GARS.MS24.24
MK-GALS.2.120.MS220
MK-GALS.1.250.MS220
Track circuits code generator with two channels
Specifications:
 Two independent channels for signal generation with power up to 120W

per channel or modification with 1 channel up to 250W;
 Signal generation at frequencies of 25, 50 and 75 Hz of a certain am-

plitude and duration;
 Provision the synchronization of codes of all generators at a station

and a running line;
 Power supply voltage - 24V DC and 220 AC;
 Dual-channel safety architecture;
 Implemented the ability of hot backup generators;

 Isolation between the channels and between the control electronics and the output of 3000 V;
 The built-in mechanical complete shutdown relay allows guaranteed shutdown of the generator

when an emergency mode is detected, and also allows for hot standly;
 In each channel, self-diagnosis of internal and output circuits;
 Indication of the output signal on the LCD display;
 Settings are stored in two chips of external flash memory, one per channel, before starting the

configuration are compared.
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MK-GARS24.2
Automatic speed control signals generator with two channels
Specifications:
 Providing the formation of automatic speed control signals with fre-

quencies 75-325 Hz;
 Providing two outputs with voltage up to 90V and up to 100W per

output;
 Power supply voltage - 24V DC;
 Dual-channel safety architecture;
 Possibility of forming a two-frequency signal;
 Implemented the ability of hot backup generators;
 Isolation between the channels and between the control electronics

and the output of 3000 V;
 The output of the generator is connected through solid-state relays

with a safety “AND”-unit in its input;
 Measuring the output voltage and output current in each channel;
 Repeats the load curve of an analog generator with a filter; when a train run down circuit. It

switches to the current stabilization mode (reducing the output voltage);
 Indication of the output signal on the LCD display;
 Setting the parameters of the output signal from the LCD display in the presence of a permitted

command from the server, while preserving the new settings into the external flash memory;
 Settings are stored in two chips of external flash memory, one per channel, before starting the

configuration are compared.
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MK-CP-KZP8
CENTRAL MODULE OF monitoring OCCUPED TRACK FOR 8 SECTIONS
Specifications:
 The number of simultaneously monitored track sections 8. For

each section, up to 8 input and up to 8 output counting control
points;
 Number of outputs - 8 galvanically isolated control outputs of the relay NMSh +24 V 30 mA

with protection against short circuit and overvoltage;
 Number of inputs - 4 galvanically isolated CAN ports. One power input of external relay control

circuits +24 V;
 Power consumption no more than 6 W;
 LED indication of a state of the MK-CP-KZP8 “Work”, ”Ready”, “Failure”. LED indication of

the states of each track section “Occupied”, “Free”, “Failure”;
 Protection from impulsive noise and overvoltage.

MK-CP-KZP4
Central module of monitoring occuped track FOR four sections
Specifications:
 The number of simultaneously monitored track sections 4. For

each section, up to 8 input and up to 8 output counting control
points;
 “2 out of 2” cascading scheme;
 Number of outputs - 4 galvanically isolated control outputs of the relay NMSh +24 V 55 mA,

with protection against short circuit and overvoltage;
 Number of inputs - 4 galvanically isolated CAN ports. 4 power inputs of external control circuits

of the relay +24 V. 4 inputs for auxiliary releasing of controlled sections;
 Power consumption of the digital part is not more than 4 watts. Power consumption of one relay

control channel is not more than 1.7 W;
 LED indication of a state of the MK-CP-KZP4 “Work”, ”Ready”, “Failure”. LED indication of

the states of each track section “Occupied”, “Free”, “Failure”;
 Protection from impulsive noise and overvoltage.
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D-KZP
Two-side occupancy control sensor
Specifications:
 Height from rail top for rails of type R65 of the external sensor

- 45 mm;
 Height from rail top for rails of type R65 of the internal sensor

- 115 mm;
 It repels pollution or accumulation dust, agglomerate and coal

dust, coke;
 Significantly protected from crushing by a wheel flange;
 Power supply from MK-KZP;

 The measurement time of three channels 300 µs;
 Standard wire length 6 m, permissible length 200 m;
 The weight of the D-KZP set together with the fastening is not more than 6 kg;
 Mounting on a track R50-R75;
 Protection degree IP67;
 A two-wire connection corresponds to the connection of an existing cable of track circuits and

does not require laying a new cable during reconstruction.
D-KZP
Track occupancy axel sensor
Specifications:
 Power supply from MK-KZP;
 Sensitivity not less 10% to the wheel flange not less than 45

mm;
 The measurement time of three channels 300 µs;
 Standard wire length 6 m, permissible length 200 m;
 The weight of the D-KZP set together with the fastening is not

more than 4 kg ;
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 Mounting on a track R50-R75;
 Protection degree IP67;
 A two-wire connection corresponds to the connection of an existing cable of track circuits and

does not require laying a new cable during reconstruction.

MK-KZP
Track occupancy controller
Specifications:
 Trackside equipment in a track box or cable box;
 Reverse axle counting;
 Supply voltage from AC or DC source 100-230 V;
 Keeping working of a counting control points in case of failure

of one sensitive element of the sensor;
 Transition to the protective state in case of a malfunction or violation of the sensor mounting;
 Monitoring the presence of a wheel above the sensor;
 Memorizing of the last fixed axle speed;
 Built-in algorithms for self-diagnosis and testing a sensor;
 Power consumption no more than 5 W;
 Protection degree IP66.
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